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Our story starts in Berkeley, at the
home of Mark and Onyx.  Pigletté,
BoBo, and UncleMarkie hang out.
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The friends prepare a  of fresh ahi
tuna with a mango glaze.

No pork at this meal!
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Pigletté and BoBo are joined for
dinner by Mark Pucci, the famous

bass player, and his friend Lia.
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Lia takes a real shine to the boys.
Pigletté and BoBo think she�s pretty

groovy, too.
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BoBo and Pigletté are popular
with everyone at tonight�s gathering.
What is with those black balloons?
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Oh, dear. It looks like the boys have
had a bit too much to drink and are

getting a little randy!
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Luckily, Pigletté and BoBo have a
nice warm bed waiting for them.

Looks comfortable, don�t you agree?
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The next night, Pat Fell,
Librarian to the Stars, pays a visit to

Pigletté and BoBo .
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Oh, no! Pat is trying to eat BoBo!
She must be Kosher, as she isn�t

trying to eat Pigletté.
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Time for Pigletté and BoBo
to fly to Hong Kong. It is a 15 hour

flight. Maybe they will get some sleep.
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The first place Pigletté and BoBo
are staying is Rainbow Hong Kong, a

community center.
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Tommy Jai, the famous political
activist, is hosting UncleMarkie,

Pigletté, and BoBo. Isn�t he sweet?
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Pigletté and BoBo stumble across a
traditional Hong Kong cafeteria.

Gee�pink, just like all these books!
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Later that day, Pigletté and BoBo
take a stroll along the shore and see a

junk (a Chinese sailing ship).
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People fish in this water, though our
hosts advise against eating the fish.

Can you see the fishing pole?
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Big cruise ships full of tourists dock
in Hong Kong Harbour.

Do you think tourists taste good?
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Hong Kong comprises an island and
chunks of mainland, providing the city

with lots of waterfront.
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Formerly run by the British, the city
uses �odd� transportation, like these

double decker trolleys.
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The trolleys share the street with
double decker buses as well.

But unlike in London, they aren�t red.
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Hong Kong is vertical;
everyone lives in tall buildings�

some as tall as fifty floors.
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This is a photo of UncleMarkie on the
tram to the top of Victoria Hill, one of

the highest places in Hong Kong.
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Here is a shot from the area around
the Museum of Art, where Tommy and

UncleMarkie saw great Chinese art.
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This is the view of Hong Kong
Harbour from the 45 degree-inclined

Mount Victoria tram.
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The further up the tram we go, the
more the fog rolls in over the evening.

Almost like Seattle.
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What a lovely sunset from the ferry,
crossing the bay between Hong Kong

Island and Kowloon.
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BoBo and Piglettés� next crash pad
is with Michael. He works for the

Asian Wall Street Journal.®
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Michael has a lovely place
on the 38th floor, overlooking

the shipping lanes of Hong Kong.
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After seeing the apartment, the boys
head to the beach for some sun before

Michael has to go to work.
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Michael is very tan from his recent
vacation in the Philippines.
Isn�t the view stunning?
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Pigletté and BoBo look really pale
next to the very tanned

and trim Michael.
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Pigletté and BoBo take a stroll
around the waterfront after Michael

leaves for work.
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From Michael�s 38th floor apartment,
Pigletté and BoBo can see all the

neighbors in their tall buildings.
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Pigletté and BoBo even have a view
of the water from the living room.

Tennis, anyone?
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From the apartment, Pigletté and
BoBo wave goodbye to the sun on

their last night in Hong Kong.
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Even the fishing boats are coming into
the Harbour for the evening.

Can you see them?
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Slowly the sun sets on
Pigletté and BoBo.

The end of the trip is very near.
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Prettier and prettier it gets; Pigletté
and BoBo think maybe they should

have spent more time here.
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Bye bye, Mister Sun. It looks like it�s
time for Pigletté and BoBo to start

thinking about dinner.
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Look! UncleMarkie brought Pigletté
and BoBo sushi, Diet Coke®, and

the Asian Wall Street Journal.®
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Well�sadly it�s time for Pigletté
and BoBo to go back in the bag

for the long trip home.
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Once again in the Red Carpet Club,
Pigletté and BoBo have a view of

their Boeing 747-400.
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The End
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Collect the entire series�be the first on your block!
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Pigletté Holiday Postcard Series ( ISBN 0-9633943-5-5) ____
Pigletté Goes to Camp ( ISBN 0-9633943-6-3) ____
Pigletté and BoBo Do Tokyo ( ISBN 0-9633943-7-1) ____
Pigletté and BoBo See Hong Kong ( ISBN 0-9633943-8-X) ____

Sub-total of number of items ____
Times the cover price in your country ____
Total (please convert to U.S. funds) ____

All the above titles are priced as follows:

Please photocopy this form so you don�t destroy your book. Tick your requested
titles, insert your quantities, do your sums, and mail your U.S. funds to: Studio
403, 223 Boylston Avenue East, Seattle, Washington 98102-5608. Email
enquiries at: piglette@unclemarkie.com.

$ 9.95 US
$14.95 CAN

£ 8.95 UK
� 1300 Japan
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The Boys Visit Hong Kong!
Financial Capital of Asia.

What trouble will they find?

Crowds cheered the first adventure, �Pigletté Goes to Argentina.�

Patrons clamored for the second adventure,
�Pigletté Goes to Northern California.�

Lines formed for the third adventure, �Pigletté Goes Hawaiian.�

We soared the heights with  in �Pigletté Takes the Concorde.�

And what a meeting Pigletté and BoBo share,
�Pigletté Goes to Camp� and then �Pigletté & BoBo See Hong Kong.�
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